Serov1.tk Analyzes Serovital Latest HGH Based Anti Aging
Products Claims
There is a boom in HGH based anti aging products right now and the latest to enter
the market might be making the biggest promises yet, amid growing concerns over
misleading hard-sells.
Johnson City, TN, September 9, 2014 (FPRC) -- HGH, or Human Growth Hormone, is a peptide
hormone that stimulates growth, cell reproduction and regeneration in humans, and has been a
hugely exciting discovery for a great many reasons, and is now applied to diet plans, men over 40
seeking to increase their virility, and more. The latest application has been anti aging beauty
products, which have started to flood the market with bold claims that remain largely untested. HGH
injections may help muscles rejuvenate, but can HGH cream really help turn back the hands of time
for skin many people are asking.
The newest product to enter this already crowded market with bombastic claims of peerless efficacy
is Serovital, which has been the subject of a special report at http://serov1.tk/. The supplement
promises to be a fountain of youth which increases hormonal chemicals by up to 600% to all but
reverse the aging process entirely.
Many competitors such as HGH Factor make similarly bold claims on websites like
http://hghsupplement.liftactiv.ca/ , suggesting that such hard-selling is rife within the industry and all
labels are forced to out-do each other in the hyperbole stakes. If one brand could deliver on such
promises, they would be sure to corner the market.
Despite the advertising and marketing obscuring the reality with such bold promises, there are facts
on HGH available online (http://whatishgh-factsandbenefits.rhcloud.com/ ) that can help people
understand the real benefits of these products without resorting to over hyped claims.
A spokesperson for Serovi1.tk explained, “We understand why people may be skeptical or even
cynical about this product, and competitors have not done the market many favors in this regard,
with low quality products and low levels of the active ingredient which understandably produce
dubious results. We believe this product is the genuine article, and we are willing to prove that by
sharing the science on our website. We have taken some time to look into the claims and anybody
interested in HGH should check out our findings.”
About Serov1.tk: Serovital is a new anti-aging, HGH hormone based serum for the face and skin
and Serov1.tk looks at its claims with a special report. For more information on Serovital, please
visit: http://serov1.tk/
Contact Information
For more information contact Andrew Miller of Health Infomedia (http://serov1.tk/)
1-866-621-6886
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